Speed Cleaning Kit

The supplies in this apron are the one's determined to make your cleaning go quickly. The toothbrush is great for around faucets, around the toilet seat hinges and other small, tight spots. The scraper is used for removing things stuck to tile, counters, mirrors etc. The little trash pocket is for small items found that are too big to vacuum.

Fill your rag or paper towel pocket full ahead of each cleaning session. Place a spray bottle in each loop, one with glass cleaner and one with standard cleaner/germ killer.
Cleaning Apron

Use a strong hand towel measuring 16”x28” with the bottom folded up 8” to make the pockets and sewn as shown. The tie can be made from wide grosgrain ribbon or made from material. Always measure and adjust your own pockets as needed. Measure to determine what size will work best for you. If it’s too wide the spray bottles will hang “behind” you rather than on the side.

**LARGE SIZE**

Approximately 28” wide. This uses the entire length of the towel without cutting.

Sew 60” the tie here. Adjust width size if needed. Approx. 1.5” Folded and seamed.

For cleaning cloths or folded paper towels.

---8”---

---6”---

1.25 For toothbrush

2.5” For Scraper

<---3.25”--->

<---9.25”--->

8” Pocket depth.

Unused area.

Strips folded over and sewn into the side seams to make about 1/3” width loops for squirt bottles. Heavy ribbon could also be used for these side loops though I’d suggest using 1” grosgrain and folding it over and sewing it once to make a stronger loop.

**IMAGES ARE NOT TO SCALE. AS TOWELS MAY VARY ADAPT YOUR MEASUREMENTS ACCORDINGLY.**
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Cleaning Apron

READ THE LARGE INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADDITIONAL DETAILS BEFORE SEWING THE SMALLER VERSION.

SMALL TO MEDIUM SIZE
Approximately 20” wide

Cut off 7” on one side of the towel, hem it and proceed as shown. This means you will lose the last “extra” pocket which is optional anyway and not really needed. This also allows you to make the first pocket a little wider to accommodate more towels.

Sew 50” tie here for a large. Adjust size if needed. Approx. 1.5”

For cleaning cloths or folded paper towels.

For baggie to hold trash.

For toothbrush

2.5” For Scraper

1.25

Strip folded over and sewn into the side seams to make about 1/3” width loops for squirt bottles. Heavy ribbon could also be used for these side loops though I’d suggest using 1” grosgrain and folding it over and sewing it once to make a stronger loop.

Unused area.

8” Pocket depth.

IMAGES ARE NOT TO SCALE. AS TOWELS MAY VARY ADAPT YOUR MEASUREMENTS ACCORDINGLY.
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